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If Raj Thackeray foresees a migration of the Sena 
cadre to his Maharashtra Navnirman Sena, then the 

feud could only worsen. It would possibly mean a 
weaker Shiv Sena. The future, in this manner, would 
be determined by Uddhav, his capacity to retain the 

cadre, not so much the leaders.

Mahesh Vijapurkar,  Nov 17, 2012

Obituary: Bal Thackeray 
believed he never erred

I t is hard to think of a Shiv Sena without 
Bal Thackeray. From its founding to the 
recent Dassera, when he could not attend 

the annual rally, he was the sole inspiration, the 
man who gave the cue for each and every move 
of the party. His absence will be felt by both 
the leadership of the party, especially Uddhav 
Thackeray, by the sainiks, and most of all, his 
followers who voted for his party.

Bal Thackeray will also be sorely missed by 
those who went hammer and tongs at him at 
every opportunity, and those who did not even 
consider voting for him. They have lost a fa-
vourite punching bag. Editorial writers rue the 

loss; political campaigners will have to do with-
out the mandatory heaping of political abuse, 
though within their hearts there always was a 
lurking fear of the man they could not engage in 
battles beyond that of semantics.

Seldom has one seen or heard of a restive cadre 
milling around a place with a commander strug-
gling with his breathing, indicating the bond 
between him and the ranks. It is more likely 
the cadre would have been worrying about the 
party’s future even as the elder was giving up his 
ghost. It has all to do with the way Thackeray 
built and ran his party. If the party flourished, it 
was because of this respect, not fear.
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The throng outside his residence as his life 
ebbed away is a giveaway to his hold on those 
who believed in the Shiv Sena, or more precise-
ly, him. To them, the party was only a mecha-
nism to carry out his commands, his wish being 
the unquestioned party dogma as it evolved. 
From the Marathi manoos to anti-migrant, anti-
Muslim, and everything in between, were all 
agendas that he fostered. A word in Saamna was 
issuance of an aadesh.

Even Manohar Joshi, who headed the govern-
ment for four years from 1995, had found it 
hard to cope, trying to reconcile the obligations 
under the Constitution as a chief minister and 
the wishes as demands and commands from Bal 
Thackeray. A case in point is how he insisted 
that if the Joshi government did not locate and 
deport Bangladeshis from Mumbai, then they 
would be ferreted out by the party cadre.

He lived through two unthinkable party splits, 
one led by Chhagan Bhujbal and much later 
another by nephew Raj Thackeray rebelling 
against the ‘imposition’ of cousin, Uddhav 
Thackeray as political heir. Raj disliked the suc-
cession but only now will the events show if the 
successor also has a stranglehold on the party. 
Now Uddhav will be on his own; the uncle now 
a past. The fear is, sans the senior, the junior is 
substantially weaker.

Now, even as the party will start missing him, 
so would those who were adversely positioned 
against him, his principles and his policies, 
and especially his party’s strong-arm tactics. 
The man was never seen in perspectives that 
explained his conduct because it was politically 
incorrect to do so. One cannot, once he emerged 
as the favourite punching bag, be expected to 
get any quarter. To do so would have been bat-
tles lost before they were waged.

Let me explain with a strong caveat, what is said 
hereunder is not in his support. It is to help un-
derstand the man. Even as enemy, especially the 
much hated and reviled, has to be understood 
before he is beaten at his game.

One, he believed that he did not ever err. Nor 
did he ever withdraw a statement however 
incendiary or hurtful it was. He believed that 
any moves he made were well-considered be-

cause he had discussed it with the top tier — 
Datta Nalawade, Manohar Joshi, Sudhir Joshi, 
Pramod Navalkaar et al. The decisions were not 
a consensus; the very consultation was democ-
racy enough in decision making even if it ran 
contrary to the views of the counsel of the clos-
est associates. To the party, he was the law.

Two, he believed there were two kinds of Mus-
lims. One section was, well Muslims who could 
be mistrusted, and another the ‘nationalist 
Muslims’ and the Bangladeshis, horror of hor-
rors, were both Muslims and aliens and poised 
to hurt India which meant, the Hindus. This 
token reference to nationalists among them was 
to nominally show he was discerning.

His party was not so nuanced in its thinking. 
It was alright to rave and rant, and even lead – 
as Srikrishna Commission pointed out – riots 
against them but then step back by saying he 
had nothing against ‘nationalist Muslims’. He 
never had such a qualifier about Hindus. Hin-
dus needed to be ’protected’ and even the edu-
cated middle classes believed in this promoted 
psychosis.

Three, Thackeray was never a great speaker. 
The issues he dealt with at his rallies were like 
the flight of a sparrow, hither and yon, touching 
them briefly, then proceeding to the next, a se-
ries of statements, less of persuasive arguments. 
He was always speaking, it so happens, to the 
converted. That made, to the non-Saininks, the 
entire thing illogical. He did not baulk from 
using the language of the streets, to the cadre’s 
delight. It had them roaring for more. This eas-
ily led to the belief that his party comprised only 
lumpen.

He took pride in being a cartoonist and never 
grew out of it though he had ceased holding the 
sketching pen long, long ago when he left the 
Free Press Journal and found that Marathis 
were not getting jobs which were taken away by 
Madrasis– a catch-all for all South Indians. His 
each sentence at a rally presumed that there was 
an accompanying sketch which rendered the 
spoken word comprehensible.

That is how he earned the ire of the media 
because he had called them, when campaigning 
in Marathwada once, owls. Owls, it is said, are 
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blind in daytime. When he lampooned the me-
dia as owls, he must have had in his mind a vast 
gathering – which the newspapers said were 
thin – and the press box to be a branch of a tree 
on which the nocturnal bird sat, marked Press. 
The sun was shining, at its zenith. That was a 
transliteration from a drawing to a speech. The 
media had lost the message and taken umbrage.

Four, he was impatient. He had no respect for 
due procedure which his government had to fol-
low. He believed that the Chief Minister’s Office 
on the 6th floor of Mantralaya was the biggest 
Shakha-a branch – of the party, a fact that Pra-
kash Akolkar in his book, Jai Maharashtra! had 
later actually described it as being one. Thack-
eray wanted rough and ready justice which, long 
ignored, the much wronged section of the non-
Congress slice of Maharashtra had longed for.

Five, it is hard to blame Thackeray for having 
sabotaged, or sought to sabotage, the formal 
ways of a government which, if it ever worked, 
always did so at a grindingly slow pace. He 
gloated that despite a process of law being in 
tardy flow, Sanjay Dutt was extricated from it in 
the serial blasts case because of his intervention. 
Much before it assumed power for five years, as 
senior police officials later admitted, Shiv Sena 
converted even police stations into shakhas.

Six, it is also not easy to blame him for execut-
ing a succession plan which favoured his direct 
bloodline which excluded the nephew long 
thought to be an ideal choice. The son and the 
grandson being assigned to the high table were 
because the Sainiks“accepted them”. He never 
explained how the acceptance arrived ahead of 
imposition.

The fact that succession within a family is by 
now de rigueur by most established parties, and 
that it is a generations old practice in Congress 
has muted the criticism since almost everyone 
else was in the same glass house. Only point of 
note on which anyone would like to pounce on 
him, and they did, was the heartache within the 
extended Thackeray clan with Raj Thackeray 
breaking away.

In conclusion, Bhujbal breaking up with the 
party has done tremendous good to the Bhuj-
bals. In the absence of Bal Thackeray from the 
scene, one has to see if the feud between the 
cousins Uddhav and Raj ends. If Raj Thackeray 
foresees a migration of the Sena cadre to his 
Maharashtra Navnirman Sena, then the feud 
could only worsen. It would possibly mean a 
weaker Shiv Sena. The future, in this manner, 
would be determined by Uddhav, his capacity to 
retain the cadre, not so much the leaders.
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In a mature political world, the Thackeray brand 
of ‘hate politics’ would never have gained as much 
traction as it did. That it has thrived this long, by 

feeding off ‘us-and-them’ politics, says volumes about 
the failure of the political and administrative systems.

Venky Vembu,  Nov 18, 2012

Tiger’s roar: How Thackeray’s 
‘politics’ filled a systemic vacuum

I n his fictional work The Moor’s Last Sigh, 
writer Salman Rushdie created a radical 
Hindu nationalist politician character with 

the unlikely name of Raman Fielding, who ap-
peared, for all purposes to be modelled on Bal 
Thackeray.

For sure, there were important distinctions, 
which gave Rushdie enough deniability to claim 
that Fielding was a composite of many char-
acters, including the Russian despot Vladimir 
Zhirinovsky. Thus, whereas Thackeray, the ‘Ti-
ger’ as he is known in real life, is lean and some-
what fair-complexioned, the fictional Fieding 
(who was nicknamed ‘Mainduck Raja’ or Frog 
King, after the signature that he employed) was 

dark-complexioned, with a “great belly slung 
across his knees like a burglar’s sack.”

But there are enough parallels in Fielding that 
reflect the real-life politics and life experiences 
of Thackeray. Fielding opposes the flood of im-
migrants into the city that he lords over, both as 
a politician and as someone who wields consid-
erable muscle power that operates beneath the 
radar of the law. Likewise, Fielding is keen to 
establish a theocratic system in which “one par-
ticular variant of Hinduism would rule, while 
all of India’s other peoples bowed their beaten 
heads.”

Controversial as ever, Rushdie deployed a string 
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of epithets to characterise Fielding in mono-
chromatic tones: the man is described variously 
as a “foggy bastard”, “snake”, “goonda” and 
“salah”. For all of Rushdie’s exertions, the Shiv 
Sena worked hard to ensure that Rushdie’s book 
was ‘banned’, but the Supreme Court revoked 
the ban.

Today, a few hours after the cremation of 
Thackeray, it seems fair to reflect on his brand 
of divisive ‘hate politics’ that is both vener-
ated by large sections within Maharashtra, and 
simultaneously causes countless others to flinch 
from the memory of its horrendous excesses.

Thackeray’s politics was built on the politics of 
‘us-and-them’, except that over 40-plus years, 
the target of his political attack and his defini-
tion of the ‘other’, moved signally depending on 
the evolution of his politics.

This is the man who built on his father KS 
Thackeray’s leadership of the Samyukta Mahar-
ashtra Movement (SMM), which in the 1950s 
harnessed the desire for articulating a Marathi 
identity by campaigning for the creation of the 
State of Maharashtra. But what started as a 
legitimate manifestation of Marathi pride gave 
way soon enough to linguistic chauvinism that 
targeted south Indians (in particular) and even 
Gujaratis in Mumbai as “outsiders” who were 
feeding off Marathas.

It was cartoonist and commentator Bal Thack-
eray’s venomous pen that actively channelled 
subaltern angst and directed it against south 
Indians, whom he used to refer to sneeringly as 
lungiwallas or as yandugunduwallas (a mock-
ing allusion to the guttural tones and polysyl-
labic complexities of south Indian languages, as 
Thackeray perceived them).

Thackeray’s prose whipped up passions in 
Marmik, the magazine that he founded, with 
satirical essays that put the fear of an “inva-
sion” by the “lungiwallas” among lower middle-
class Maharashtrians. In an early commentary, 
Thackeray highlighted the fact that Maharash-
trians were under-represented in the corporate 
sector in Mumbai because of the advent of 
“lungiwallas”; the magazine even began listing 
the names of employees in various companies, 
to establish that they were not Maharashtrian. 

“Bajao pungi, bhagao lungi,” roared Thackeray, 
as the foot soldiers of the Shiv Sena, which had 
been born in 1966, launched attacks on Udupi 
restaurants and targeted south Indians and Gu-
jaratis for violence.

The legacy of that ‘hate politics’ thrives to this 
day, with Biharis and North Indians increas-
ingly the target.

Over time, Thackeray’s Sainik army would take 
on trade unions in Mumbai’s famed mill lands, 
and although the methods that it deployed in 
getting rid of union-rooted obstructionism were 
not entirely lawful, the enterprise appeared to 
have the backing of corporate interests and the 
real estate lobby, which had an eye on the mill 
lands. It was this that ‘legitimised’ the Thack-
eray brand of politics, but it merely spawned 
lawlessness as an antidote to lawlessness.

But of course, it was the Hindutva mobilisa-
tion of the 1980s and 1990s that really allowed 
Thackeray and his Shiv Sena to propel them-
selves to power. They fed off the perception 
– widely shared in the late 1980s – that the 
Congress governments (in Maharashtra and at 
the Centre) were ineffectual in tackling growing 
instances of Muslim fundamentalism, and pan-
dered excessively to minority sentiments, which 
opened up the political space for the Shiv Sena 
to operate freely.

In December 1992, following the riots in the 
wake of the demolition of the Babri Masjid, 
Thackeray ridiculed Chief Minister Sudhakarrao 
Naik for his government’s inaction to put down 
the violence, and dared him openly. In a com-
mentary in Saamna, Thackeray thundered: “If 
you cannot stop the Muslims… from murdering 
us, then we will be forced to do it by ourselves.”

In January 1993, he delivered on his threat. 
Thackeray began his maha-arati programme 
(aarti festivals at temples, which were intended 
ostensibly to challenge the use of public space 
by Muslims for performing namaz), and used 
it as a political mobilisation for riots that, the 
Srikrishna Commission report said, he person-
ally commandeered. The Commission observed 
that at a meeting at his residence, Matoshri, on 
8 January 1993, when Mumbai was aflame with 
riots, Thackeray was heard ”directing the Shiv 
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Sainiks, Shaka Pramukhs and other activists 
of the Shiv Sena to attack the Muslims… and 
ensure that ‘not a single la… (a deeply pejora-
tive expression, used to refer to Muslims in this 
case) would survive to give oral evidence.”

The Commission further noted: “While this kind 
of instructions were being given by Thackeray 
on telephone, (Shiv Sena leaders) Shri Ramesh 
More and Shri Sarpotdar also came in and 
reported the situation in their respective areas. 
They were also given similar instructions.

Thackeray… also told someone from Jogeshwari 
to catch hold of AA Khan (Additional Commis-
sioner of Police, north region) and send him to 
‘Allah’s home’ at once. In large measure, Thack-
eray and the Shiv Sena that he groomed were 
able to feed off Maharashtrian and lower-mid-
dle-class anxieties rooted in identity politics – 
and, subsequently, Hindu angst that bristled at 
what it saw as pandering to minority sentiments 
– largely because of the failure of mainstream 
political parties to govern from the centre.

Yet, it was the same ineffectual leadership that 
allowed him to evade prosecution for his role in 
the riots and the hate-mongering, a distinction 

that he shares with Muslim leaders, from Imam 
Bukhari to Asaddudin Owaisi.

Politics, of course, abhors a vacuum. Thackeray 
effectively reaped the political harvest from 
systemic frailties – and its inability to address 
widely shared anxieties.

If Marathi people’s sense of dispossession in 
their state had been addressed within the politi-
cal framework, the Shiv Sena may never have 
taken root. If the Mumbaikar’s sense of anguish 
over the underworld had been addressed with 
effective enforcement of law and order, the Shiv 
Sena may never have acquired legitimacy with 
its unlawful methods.

And if the perception that ‘secular’ parties were 
soft on Muslim fundamentalism hadn’t been so 
widely shared, the Shiv Sena would never have 
become the potent political force that it did. In 
a mature political world, the Thackeray brand 
of ‘hate politics’ would never have gained as 
much traction as it did. That it has thrived this 
long, by feeding off ‘us-and-them’ politics, says 
volumes about the failure of the political and 
administrative systems.
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Is Thackeray guilty of creating a unique brand of 
fascism in Maharashtra, something that has since 
been replicated and set to be taken forward again?

FP Staff,  Nov 20, 2012

I n the days since his passing, among other 
terms of adulation, Bal Thackeray has been 
hailed as a leader of the masses.

Forming the Shiv Sena in 1966, Thackeray made 
the most of the fact that the industries of Mum-
bai offered few avenues to educated Maharash-
trian youth and by projecting himself and his 
party as a an alternative to the establishment. 
He advocated people taking the law into their 
own hands if it suited their interests and were 
being denied by the ruling government.

In an editorial in the Hindu today, Praveen 

Swami says that the Shiv Sena leader is guilty of 
something most people chose not to highlight in 
their obituaries of the leader. Swami says he’s 
guilty of giving birth to an ‘authentically Indian 
fascism’:

His fascism was a utopian enterprise — but not 
in the commonly-understood sense. The Left, a 
powerful force in the world where Thackeray’s 
project was born, held out the prospect of a 
new, egalitarian world. The Congress held the 
keys to a more mundane, but perhaps more 
real, earthly paradise: the small-time munici-
pal racket; even the greater ones that led to 

Bal Thackeray: Is India so 
comfortable with fascism?
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apartments on Marine Drive. Thackeray’s Shiv 
Sena wore many veneers: in its time, it was 
anti-south Indian, anti-north Indian, anti-
Muslim. It offered no kind of paradise, though. 
It seduced mainly by promising the opportu-
nity to kick someone’s head in.

He points out that most forms of fascism seen in 
the country have largely been regional, confined 
to state boundaries, and even the wave of Hin-
dutva that swept the Shiv Sena to power in 1995 
did not last long enough to keep them there.

Arguing that fascism is a pursuit of the disen-
chanted youth, Swami says that the situation re-
mains ripe for other political leaders like Thack-
eray to make the most of anger that still festers 
among youth who believe they have received a 
bad deal from the country’s economic advances.

There’s no clearer example of someone adopt-
ing Thackeray’s theories than his nephew Raj 

Thackeray, who with the Maharashtra Navnir-
man Sena has largely stood for the same policies 
that his uncle stood for in 1966. Four decades 
may have passed, but the success he’s found 
in his brand of politics so far hints that simi-
lar movements can survive in India’s regional 
political landscape. Even national parties like 
the Congress and BJP have preferred to adopt 
such parties into their fold rather than distance 
themselves from them.

And unlike other movements, Swami points out 
that fascist movements are largely male driven, 
with members of the agitation seeking to rein-
force and emphasise their masculinity. Swami 
says that what the nation needs is a political 
project that advocates a more progressive mas-
culinity but no political parties occupy that 
space yet.

Read Swami’s complete editorial here.
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Thackeray’s ‘convictions’ led 
to the rise and fall of Shiv Sena

Thackeray was convinced that the core of his politics 
didn’t need to evolve, and he made no concessions to 
the changing nature of the world around him. That 

ideological rigidity and an incapacity to expand on the 
party’s base has not served the party well. 

Venky Vembu,  Nov 19, 2012

E ven those who weren’t overly enamoured 
of Bal Thackeray‘s distinctive brand 
of politics have been repeatedly point-

ing out, since news of his passing came out on 
Saturday, that he had the “courage of his con-
victions”. Much of this  ’lionisation’ of the ‘Tiger’ 
may be born of the protocol of propriety that 
dictates that you don’t speak ill of the dead, but 
there is of course more to it than just that.

That Thackeray’s politics was rooted in his “con-
victions”, such as they were, is not in doubt. His 
convictions, and the focus of his identity poli-
tics, may have evolved over time, but they did 
provide the ideological core for his channelling 
of, first, Marathi and, subsequently,  pan-Hindu 
angst to which, as Firstpost has noted here, the 
prevailing political order proved insensitive. 
Thackeray’s public blunt-speak, which had all 
the subtlety of a bludgeon, allowed him to tap 
into this reservoir of outrage – and shift the 
centre of gravity of Maharashtrian (and, periph-
erally, national) politics in a way that maxim-
ised, for a time, the political rewards that the 
Shiv Sena harvested.

But as much as Thackeray had the  ”courage 
of his convictions” that has come in for much 
post-mortem praise, there was also about him 
a certain rigidity that bordered on an unwill-
ingness – or an incapacity – to respond to the 
changing contours of politics by shifting the 
emphasis of his narrative. That too may perhaps 
be perceived as a manifestation of  the “courage 
of his convictions” and his unbending nature: 
after all, a Tiger never changes its stripes. But it 
was also a fatal flaw – to the extent that it meant 
that even in his time, he would see the Sena’s 
political influence wane, wracked by high-pro-
file defections that have effectively enfeebled the 
mothership. More tellingly,  the Sena not been 
able to capitalise on the  poor governance in the 
State: the party has been out of power in Ma-
harashtra for more than a decade now, despite 
the fact that the Congress-NCP coalition has 
done a rotten job of governing.

What accounts for the Sena’s failure to build 
on its record in office for four years from 1995? 
Why hasn’t it been able to leverage its time in 
office to completely ‘own’ the State, in the way 
that the BJP has done in Gujarat, particularly 
under Narendra Modi since 2001?

The parallel with Modi’s Gujarat acquires rel-
evance in this context:  Modi was something 
of an accidental Chief Minister in 2001, but 
he consolidated the Hindutva vote base in the 
2002 elections, held soon after the Godhra train 
burnings and the horrendous riots that fol-
lowed. And, of course, although that hardcore 
Hindutva vote base has stuck with him,  Modi 
himself has at least attempted to change the 
narrative in Gujarat away from the communal 
polarisation rhetoric of 2002.  Even by 2007, he 
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had begun articulating a developmental vision 
for Gujarat that evidently enjoyed enormous 
traction with Gujarat’s voters.

Today, that developmental vision has become 
the main electoral plank for Modi and the BJP, 
and ‘development’ has become the primary ele-
ment of the political discourse in other States as 
well as at a pan-Indian level, particularly since 
perceptions about Gujarat’s developmental 
experience contrasts sharply with the wholesale 
collapse of governance in some other States 
(including BJP-ruled States like Karnataka) and 
at the Central level.

So much so that even the Congress has aban-
doned its cynical strategy of harvesting minority 
votes in Gujarat (in the way that it sought to do 
in 2007) by harking back to the 2002 riots. It’s 
main election campaign theme this time around 
revolves around the development theme: but it 
is focussed rather more on trying to establish 
that Gujarat’s record of high growth and relative 
economic prosperity predates Modi.

In other words, Modi built on the Hindutva vote 
base that he harnessed in 2002 by decisively 
changing the narrative to his advantage by 
frontloading developmental issues.

On the other hand, the Shiv Sena, which was 
swept into power in Maharashtra in 1995 – 

largely on the strength of the consolidation of 
the Hindutva base following the riots of 1992-93 
– did not build on that record in office to change 
the narrative by offering good governance while 
it was in power or by frontloading developmen-
tal themes.

For some time now, there hasn’t been anything 
close to the Hindutva wave that propelled Shiv 
Sena to power in 1995, which is why the party 
hasn’t ever been returned to power. And be-
cause the Tiger did not believe in changing its 
stripes, the Sena continues to play the same  
identity politics routine, only with different 
targets; but that strategy is subject to the law of 
diminishing returns.  The split in the party and 
the high-profile defections from it only accentu-
ated its decline.

In that sense, the Sena today is a victim of 
Thackeray’s “courage of his convictions”. He 
was convinced that the core of his politics – 
rooted in those convictions – didn’t need to 
evolve, even though it’s been a while since the 
Sena Tiger has tasted power. He made no con-
cessions to the changing nature of the world 
around him. Sure, that may be taken to rep-
resent fidelity to one’s core beliefs. But it also 
makes for ideological rigidity and an incapacity 
to expand on one’s core base that has ill-served 
the Sena.
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Experts debate if Bal Thackeray leaves behind a 
legacy of politics of hatred or a celebratory 

pride in the Marathi identity.

FP Staff,  Nov 19, 2012

A s the crowds swelled at Bal Thackeray‘s 
procession on Sunday, there was no 
doubt about one thing – the fact that his 

popularity, even after 50 years of Shiv Sena’s 
existence, was unchallenged. But how would 
one describe the maverick politician – as a mass 
leader who advocated Marathi pride or one who 
had communalised and marginalised a section 
of Mumbai forever?

Kumar Ketkar, Editor of Dainik Divya Marathi, 
told CNN-IBN that he can’t be straight-jacketed 
into one role and that was his recipe for success.

He said,” I think we should not compare today’s 
Bal Thackeray to the Bal Thackeray that people 
were worshipping in the procession. He was 
always changing and evolving, sometimes in 
regression. But change was always there.”

“In 1966, the Hindutva agenda did not exist. It 
came much later. He criticised the RSS and even 
though he formed an alliance with them he kept 
his anonymity,” he added.

It was not only his dilly-dallying with funda-
mentalist forces that kept him in the news, it 
was also because he was the celebrated torch-

Can Bal Thackeray be compared to 
Ambedkar and Phule?
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bearer of Marathi pride. Does it place him in the 
league of other great leaders like Ambedkar and 
Jyoti Phule?

Sociologist Ashish Nandy does not agree that 
his legacy will be carried forward in the history 
of Maharashtra. He said, “He is not part of the 
Marathi pantheon.”

“He was a popular leader and populist leaders 
never leave behind a legacy because they are 
constantly trying to recreate themselves what 
they can push with the public. There is no ideo-
logical consistency with him,” he added.

However, Kumar Ketkar said that though he 
was moving between the twin polls of Hindutva 
and Marathi manoos, the stability of the politi-
cal force was unique.

He said, “He was very communicative, he was 
very candid and he was directly with the peo-
ple. He was not going into complex sociological 

identities. Most of the politicians were obfuscat-
ing.”

Moreover, he pointed out that Thackeray had 
never gone to Delhi and bargained for anything. 
“He made politics the politics of the impossi-
ble,” he added.

But was the future of the Shiv Sena and its 
might bleak after the fall of its patriarch?

Kumar Ketkar said that the conditions that pro-
pelled Shiv Sena in 1966 – lack of jobs, stagna-
tion in economy is non-existent. He said, “The 
reference of middle class identity and son of the 
soils theory is not there anymore.”

Ashish Nandy feels that the road is downhill for 
the Sena from now. He said,”The party was en-
tirely dependant on the charisma of Balasaheb 
Thackeray and it is bound to take its toll. Ud-
dhav cannot invoke even one-tenth of the frenzy 
and reverence that Bal Thackeray generates.”
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By Bhumiputra theory, even 
Thackeray family not from Mumbai: Katju

The Press Council chief has refused to pay tribute 
to the Shiv Sena chief due to his promotion of 

regionalism. 

FP Staff,  Nov 19, 2012

T o view Shiv Sena chief Bal Thackeray‘s 
funeral on a television news channel over 
the weekend was the closest one could 

come to overdosing on saccharine.

Across-the-board channels spoke of how he 
formed the party, his mobilisation of thousands 
of people who had been marginalised and the 
shutting down of the country’s financial capital 
over the weekend as a ‘sign of the respect’. They 
spoke of the lakhs that had turned up to pay 
their respects and of how ‘restrained’ the party 
activists had been in not indulging in violence.

However, Press Council of India chief Mar-
kandey Katju has been less than charitable in 
his comments about the Sena head’s passing 
and said he could not pay any tribute to Thack-
eray.

In an editorial in the Hindu, Katju  said the Shiv 
Sena chief’s legacy is one of promoting regional-
ism and the ‘bhumiputra’  agenda under which 
only Maharashtrians were entitled to jobs in the 
state.

He pointed to the campaigns against the south 
Indian community in the city in the late 1960s 

and 70s, vilifying the Muslim community and 
even blamed the party for the violence against 
Bihari and north Indians in 2008, forgetting 
that it wasn’t the Shiv Sena but its off shoot that 
was responsible for it.

According to Katju, India is inherently a coun-
try of migrants where people have always been 
moving across the country:

The original inhabitants (the real bhumiputra) 
of India are the pre-Dravidian tribals, known 
as Adivasis (the Bhils, Gonds, Santhals, Todas, 
etc.) who are only 7-8 per cent of our popula-
tion today.
Hence if the bhumiputra theory is seriously 
implemented, 92-93 per cent of Maharashtri-
ans (including, perhaps, the Thackeray fam-
ily) may have to be regarded as outsiders and 
treated accordingly. The only real bhumiputra 
in Maharashtra are the Bhils and other tribals, 
who are only 7-8 per cent of the population of 
Maharashtra.

The former Supreme Court judge also pointed 
out how the political stance of Thackeray and 
the Shiv Sena had been in violation of the rights 
provided under the constitution. According 
to Katju, the nation needs to stay together to 
ensure rapid industrialisation that will aid the 
progress of the nation.

What Katju chose to highlight, that many oth-
ers didn’t was the ill effects of the regionalism 
and communalism that Thackeray’s ideology 
stood for. The Shiv Sena itself has over the years 
distanced itself from some of its more rabid 
stances, preferring a more moderate approach 
to politics.
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Congratulations Mumbai, for 
the ‘voluntary’ shutdown

Anant Rangaswami,  Nov 19, 2012

W e live in extraordinary times. We now 
celebrate the most bizarre of achieve-
ments, patting ourselves on the back 

and basking in glory.

This morning, in Mumbai, we congratulate our-
selves that the funeral procession and crema-
tion of Shiv Sena founder Bal Thackeray went 
off peacefully, with no violence, no injury and 
no damage to property.

This is a major achievement, and one to be 
congratulated on, if the rule was that all funeral 
processions and cremations result in violence, 
deaths and damage to property.

They do not. They are sombre, quiet, peaceful. 
They are occasions when a family is in grief, and 
near and dear ones are present to show solidar-
ity and support in the time of grief.

The Mumbai police issued advice to Mumbai’s 
citizens to stay at home. Commercial establish-
ments across the city were closed ‘voluntarily’, 
a pitiful euphemism for ‘stay open at your own 
risk.’ Taxis and auto-rickshaws stayed off the 
roads ‘voluntarily’ as well.

Basically, there was no one on the streets of 

Mumbai except for those in the funeral pro-
cession. And, let us remind ourselves, it was a 
funeral procession; all involved, one presumes, 
must have been grieving. Why should there be 
any violence? If there was an incident of vio-
lence, it would have been perpetrated by the 
very people in mourning – and we congratulate 
ourselves on the fact that there was none?

In ensuring that only supporters of the Shiv 
Sena were on the streets, the rest of the city was 
placed under virtual house arrest – for almost 
36 hours. It was a curfew-like situation, with 
public transport shackled, offices, shops, eater-
ies, bars, malls and multiplexes closed. And this 
morning, the newspapers are full of praise for 
the Mumbai Police. How difficult can it be to 
police a city that is shut down?

Today, it is apparent that taxi and auto-rick-
shaw services are still tentative; many are still 
‘voluntarily’ in mourning. It is still unclear if 
commercial establishments in Sena strongholds 
will open. They, too, might ‘voluntarily’ stay 
closed for another day. Schools are closed, as 
the school buses are staying off the roads ‘vol-
untarily’.

It’s a story of fear of violence. It was the fear of 
violence that prompted the police to issue the 
stay-at-home advisory, it was fear that kept the 
taxis and auto-rickshaws off the roads, it was 
fear that forced closure of commercial establish-
ments; it was fear that made private citizens 
stay at home.

That’s what we should congratulate ourselves 
on. We’re more frightened than anyone else. 
We’re so frightened that peace is forced on us.

Well done, Mumbai. Let’s pat ourselves on our 
backs.
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Balasaheb Thackeray was an original. He has 
left two inheritors of whom only one can 

ultimately triumph. 

R Jagannathan,  Nov 17, 2012

Love him or hate him, 
Balasaheb was an original

B alasaheb Keshav Thackeray, Mumbai’s 
Uncrowned King, Maharashtra’s First 
Citizen, Heart-Throb of the Marathi 

Manoos, and Hindu Hriday Samrat was a man 
of many parts. But he was not an easy one to 
categorise.

His rivals called him a fascist, a fundamental-
ist. He would have had no problems with this 
name-calling, for he too called people names.

Whatever he was, he was no fake. He was an 
original. A straight-talker. He did not believe 
in political correctness. He spoke what he be-

lieved. He was loved as much as he was hated. 
And he wouldn’t have wanted it any other way.

Perhaps his straight-forwardness came from his 
core persona as a cartoonist – someone who did 
not have to mince words to say what he wanted 
to – even if it was an overstatement.

What were his beliefs?

He made no bones about the fact that he did not 
believe in free-wheeling democracy. He believed 
Indians needed to be ruled with a firm hand. 
Without a firm hand, they would remain indis-
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ciplined and accomplish little.

Once he started his party, everyone knew he 
was boss for life. When his party came to power 
along with the BJP, he made it clear that the 
Chief Minister would dance to his tune. He held 
the remote-control.

When the Election Commission ordered politi-
cal parties to hold internal elections, he carried 
out a farce and his son was elected Working 
President. But nobody had any doubt who held 
the reins of power.

He was a study in contrasts. He was modern, 
with no false love of ritual or tradition. But he 
appealed to identity, to tradition, to people who 
sought certainty in fast-changing world.

What was the secret of his rise to power?

He began his political career by taking up the 
cause of the sons of the soil – the Marathi Ma-
noos. He targeted south Indians and Gujaratis 
in the belief that they were taking jobs away 
from the locals.

But this phase did not last too long. He was too 
much of a Mumbaikar to believe that outsiders 
were just a bane. He turned inclusive in stages, 
and by the late 1980s, he had broadened his ap-
peal to Hindus in general.

The Ayodhya movement was building up at 
that time, but while the BJP was the immedi-
ate political beneficiary of the movement, it was 
Balasaheb who really articulated the underlying 
militancy of Hindutva. When the Babri Masjid 
was brought down, one rumour was that some 
extreme elements in the Shiv Sena may have 
worked for this. Thackeray said if this was the 
case, he would be proud of it.

In Maharashtra, he embodied the Hindutva 
movement even as the BJP was pussyfooting 
around the idea once it came to power at the 
centre.

In the early 1990s, it was he who was the roar-
ing tiger of Hindutva, not the BJP. His role in 
the 1992 riots have been well-documented by 
the Srikrishna Commission, but Thackeray was 
never apologetic about it, and no government 

in Maharashtra found the gumption to take him 
on. Reason: they believed he was too much of 
a community icon to alienate. Even the police 
machinery secretly sympathised with him.

But after 2002, when Narendra Modi emerged 
as the new mascot of Hindutva, Thackeray did 
not take kindly to this new threat to his Hindu 
Hriday Samrat status. He was always wary of 
Modi’s growing fame and achievements.

But unlike Modi, who always articulated his 
Hindutva leanings in coded terms, Thackeray 
did not mince words – whether it was opposi-
tion to Pakistanis or Ayodhya or terrorism.

Today, Modi is the pet hate of the minorities 
and secularists, but Thackeray, despite his more 
strident position on Hindutva, never attracted 
the kind of bile that Modi did.

Is that because he was always a non-hypocrite? 
Was it because he touched Maharashtrian 
hearts more directly than anyone else? Or was 
it because people saw his words as being bolder 
than his actions?

It could not be the latter, for the key to Shiv 
Sena’s power has always been its control of 
the streets, its ability to enforce a shutdown of 
Mumbai whenever Balasaheb gave the nod.

Clearly, there was more to his power than just 
the control of Mumbai’s streets.

His rise to power was initially seen as being pro-
moted by Mumbai’s industrialists, who wanted 
to see a reduction in Communist union power in 
the mills and factories of the city.

However, he was nobody’s lackey. He was his 
own man. He was part of the BJP-led NDA, but 
he did his own thing – whether it was breaking 
from the NDA on the presidential elections or 
FDI in retail. He did not believe in phony poli-
tics where beliefs are malleable and dependent 
on short-term political calculations.

As he leaves this world, it is clear that there is 
no one to fill his shoes. Formally, he has asked 
Shiv Sainiks to support his son Uddhav, but his 
nephew Raj Thackeray, who left the party some 
years ago to float the Maharashtra Navnirman 
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Sena, is more likely to succeed in this endeavour 
for he is more like Balasaheb than Uddhav – 
abrasive, direct, politically incorrect, brash and 
unrepentant about his ideology.

Uddhav, in contrast, has more finesse, and has a 
technocratic mindset. He believes in extending 
the party’s base and making it a more modern 
entity, driven by new issues beyond identity.

In a fundamental sense, the Sena would benefit 
if both the Thackeray inheritors pulled together 
by marrying passion with inclusiveness. The 

Sena needs both Raj and Uddhav to build on 
what Thackeray created. The Marathi Manoos 
would certainly want both to work together.

But in politics, power is always indivisible. Only 
one of Balasaheb’s inheritors will ultimately 
triumph and lead the movement that Thackeray 
founded.

Balasaheb, who himself did not believe in the 
divisibility of power, would perhaps approve of 
whoever wins the contest.
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On duty in Thackeray zone:
It’s a sorry life for the cops

The police on duty, their drinking water and 
food, and consequences thereof.

Mahesh Vijapurkar,  Nov 17, 2012

T he task of the policemen deployed 
around the Kalanagar area, where Bal 
Thackeray’s residence is, is by no means 

easy. With him within, battling to live, and the 
throngs of the party cadre outside anxiously 
praying, it is tough indeed. They have to be on 
their toes, they have to be careful, and they have 
to deal with a restive crowd of Shiv Sainiks.

The deployed personnel cannot be careless as 
they normally would be and create an incident 
which can trigger confusion and anger. They lit-
erally have to walk – or in this case, stand – on 
eggs, careful that they do not break any. If they 
didn’t, it would be as bad as inaction, should an 
action be warranted. They need to be not only 
be fit but be in fine mental fettle.

One does not know how long this restraint by 
the followers of Thackeray can remain. Their 
restlessness was expressed in the slogan, ‘Bala-
saheb, darshan dya’ —translated, ‘Balasaheb, 
appear before us’, or ‘allow us to see you’. This 
could possibly be  because of the near-free 
access to other politicians and incessant flow 
celebrities to enter Matoshree.

To say the least, the situation is rather delicate 

and can diffuse only when Bal Thackeray is an-
nounced to be entirely well and back on his feet. 
The policemen deployed there have to ensure 
that things do not slip out of hand in their 24×7 
vigil. We don’t even know if they are being 
rotated in shifts to keep them composed and 
alert but long, unbroken spells on assignment is 
rather the norm.

And yet, the very men who should contain any 
situation are in a bad spot themselves. The 
Indian Express reported today how the person-
nel have been left to fend for themselves on a 
crucial count: drinking water and food. They are 
dependent on a restaurant in close proximity in 
the Bandra suburb for the stuff without which 
even the best of policemen can become listless.

Initially, they sought out the place for drinking 
water. Then, in the two days since they were 
posted there, and without supply of food, they 
found that the generosity of the restaurateur 
was far stronger than the logistics of the police 
department. It is as if the cops can survive on 
thin air and nothing else besides. At least, that 
is the best construct possible.

That this kindly restaurateur is able to feed as 
many as 4,000 of them free each day is in itself 
a wonder. It calls for a remarkable marshalling 
of resources and manpower as well. It is as if a 
single determined Shiv Sena believer, Sharad 
Shelar, can outdo the police, who, we assume, 
are organised. Communities have to respect the 
policeman, but the police personnel have to be 
independent of the community.

It is common knowledge that police force is 
always stretched in the duties it has to perform 
and often blamed for poor performance. It is 
forgotten that a constable on duty, any duty, has 
to be as if going to war: weapons, subsistence 
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material, communications et al, without which 
he can be a failure.

It ought to have occurred to the top brass that 
they are rendering their manpower weaker by 
this neglect of the basics. It ought to have struck 
them that tomorrow, the same generous man, 
should he decide, can compromise the police 
system by calling for encashment of the brownie 
points earned now with the policemen. It is for-
gotten that there are no free lunches.

Just behind the Thackeray residence, on the 
road leading towards Sahitya Sahwas, where 
Sachin Tendulkar was raised, and then on to 
Patrakar, where journalists lived, is a long tin 
shack which occupies the entire sidewalk within 
which are barracked the policemen who are on 
general security duty to look after Bal and Ud-
dhav Thackeray’s safety. It is akin to living in a 
slum right next to the high profile VIPs, mostly 
a metaphor for Mumbai.

That brutalises the personnel to such an extent 
that to expect even civic conduct from them 

would be an outlandish idea. Look at the tel-
evision footage of how the men in khaki have 
behaved in any explosive situation: in Kolhapur, 
where farmers are agitating for better sugarcane 
prices, a lathi charge was not to disperse the 
mob but punish them.

One clip showed a man felled to the ground 
being repeatedly beaten so outrageously that a 
court should take suo motu cognizance of the 
police brutality which we have come to accept as 
how normal policing is carried out in India. Any 
number of examples can be cited from incidents 
across the country because police conduct is 
much the same everywhere. It is the Indian Po-
lice Code, as it were.

If the managers of the force are insensitive, one 
cannot expect the force’s personnel to be sensi-
tive. It makes for common sense. The Army, the 
BSF, the CRPF, and such para-military forces 
have a system in place: establish a camp, pro-
vide the necessities even as the manpower is 
deployed. Then the best – or worst – demands 
are made of the men.
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The end of an era
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The lay sainiks will be torn between loyalty to Shiv 
Sena and the temptation to loyalty to Raj. 

Akshaya Mishra,  Nov 19, 2012

T he sense of dignity and composure with 
which the normally volatile sainiks con-
ducted themselves at Balasaheb Thack-

eray’s funeral was touching indeed. It was a 
fitting farewell to the dear departed leader from 
his diehard devotees. For the sainik,– it’s not 
easy to come to terms with the loss of someone 
who has been part of your existence for close to 
half a century – and it could have dulled their 
inclination for passionate reactions.

The love of the sainiks for Balasaheb was blind, 
total and with no inhibitions attached. They 
proved it once again by pouring into the funeral 
procession in lakhs and by refraining from 

aggressive, emotional reactions. The city shut 
down for close to two days, more out of fear 
than respect for the man himself some would 
say, but it’s only the reflection of the power 
the man and his large troop of sainiks wielded. 
The dedicated army of the sainiks is part of the 
legacy he leaves behind. Now that the original 
leader is gone, what happens to the sainiks?

When we talk of sainiks here, the reference is to 
a common resource pool created by Thackeray. 
The crowd at the funeral comprised not only 
Shiv Sena activists and followers but also those 
from the breakaway Maharashtra Navnirman 
Sena, led by Raj Thackeray. The lay followers 

The sainiks’ dilemma: 
After Balasaheb Thackeray what?
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of both the outfits and their leaders have one 
thing in common: the undivided loyalty to Bal 
Thackeray. Till he was alive the sainiks lived in 
the secret hope that he would work out a com-
promise formula and manage to bring warring 
cousins Uddhav and Raj together at some point. 
Now, they stand confused.

They identify themselves with the Balasaheb a 
kind of leadership which is aggressive, irrever-
ent, unconventional and loaded with the devil 
may care attitude. He would not have been the 
mass leader he was without all these attributes. 
Uddhav, his chosen successor in the party, 
doesn’t fit into the mental construct of a leader 
the lay Shiv Sainik is comfortable with – he’s 
too suave, too controlled, too non-combative 
and, thus, uninspiring. Raj is the leader in the 
mould they would relate to easily.

However, defecting to Raj would raise a moral 
dilemma. The act would amount to betrayal of 
their original leader who in his last interaction 
with them before his death, had made an impas-
sioned appeal to them to stand by Uddhav. It is 
possible a few leaders in the middle rungs are 
already contemplating a switch but they would 
be acutely aware of the possible resistance from 
the grassroots followers. The moves from the 
sainiks in future would make it clear whether 
their love for Bal Thackeray was more about 
personal loyalty or about their preference for a 
particular style of leadership.

The dilemma would get bigger for them once 
Uddhav initiates the process for an ideological 

shift for the party. The Shiv Sena has been on 
the decline for some time now and the depar-
ture of Raj Thackeray and many of the old guard 
from the party is not the strongest reason for it. 
It has lost the ideological plot and it has to find 
new ways to connect to people and expand its 
base.

Identity politics has its limitations, the big-
gest is it can run out of steam. Parties revolving 
around identity need to discover new areas of 
conflict which they can tap into. The Shiv Sena’s 
guiding theme so far has been `the disadvan-
taged us vs the inimical others’. The party has 
identified new enemies at different phases of 
its growth to keep the cadres motivated. It was 
Gujaratis first followed by South Indians and 
migrants from UP and Bihar. In late 1980s, the 
party included Hindutva in its agenda to in-
crease its base across the state. It is obvious that 
Hindutva has run its course and the party needs 
to find new issues.

Uddhav is aware of the fact that the party can-
not survive only on an exclusive agenda; if it 
wants to increase its popular appeal it has to be 
inclusive with new sections of the population in 
its fold. His `Mee Mumbaikar’ call was a hint 
towards that effort. But will the lay sainik accept 
the shift? It would be something akin to a cul-
ture shock to him.

Will he stand by Uddhav when he is so differ-
ent in his leadership style and ideology from 
Balashaeb? That will be something keenly 
watched by political watchers.
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Bal Thackeray Obituary: 
Maharashtra politics’ king of words

Bal Thackeray played a role in the regional politics 
of Maharashtra for over four decades and was 
perhaps the first to control the nation’s biggest 

state without ever contesting an election.

Arun George,  Nov 17, 2012

I n over 40 years since he plunged into 
social life, there was never an occasion for 
which Hindu Hriday Samrat (the King of 

Hindu Hearts) Bal Thackeray lacked an opinion. 
Whether it was on national politics, arts, sports 
or any other issue, he always had something 
witty or vitriolic to say and excelled in bring-
ing the country’s financial capital to a standstill 
whenever needed.

Born Bal Keshav Thackeray, to writer and politi-
cal leader Keshav Sitaram Thackeray, on 23 
January 1926 he perhaps had an early exposure 
to the regional politics of the time as his father 
was an integral part of the Samayukta Mahar-
ashtra movement to form the state of Mahar-
ashtra with Mumbai as its capital.

He never matriculated from high school but 
knew how to wield the language more effectively 
than most, initially using them to greatest effect 
in his cartoons. Working as a cartoonist with 
the Free Press Journal in the 1950s, Thackeray 
signed his cartoons as ‘Mava’ and continued 
with the publication until he left to join another 
newspaper News Day. The paper didn’t survive 

very long and left without a job he started the 
weekly Marmikin 1960, along with his younger 
brother Shrikant, also a cartoonist.

Often vitriolic, Marmik espoused the cause of 
the Maharashtrian people and in 1966, as his 
influence rose in the state by leaps, Thackeray 
founded the Shiv Sena, which claimed to be a 
revival of the army of Maratha king Shivaji. His 
first rally was held on Dussehra on 30 October 
1966 in Shivaji Park in central Mumbai, close 
to his family home. He may have been slightly 
built, but his words were strong and incisive, 
making his first rally a grand success, which set 
the foundation for the growth of the Shiv Sena, 
symbolised by the fierce roaring tiger that he 
had drawn himself.

The Shiv Sena did not claim to have an inter-
est in politics, Thackeray said and in his rallies 
he said he wanted his Maharashtrian audi-
ence to realise how they were being deprived 
of their rights and what they could do about it. 
He raised social issues that affected the com-
mon middle class Maharashtrian man like the 
unemployment of the youth, discrimination in 
employment and erosion of pride that the com-
munity had at one time in history.

He based his first campaign on the unemploy-
ment of the Maharashtrian youth, blaming 
south Indians for filling up posts that they 
could have been open to educated local youth. 
It was the politics of entitlement that the Sena 
preached and it found an eager audience in the 
form of unemployed educated Marathi youth 
and men stuck in jobs that seemed to lead no-
where. South Indian restuarants faced the brunt 
of the campaign with Shiv Sena activists target-
ing them.
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Gyan Prakash in his book Mumbai Fables 
describing the Shiv Sena pramukh (head) ex-
plains why Thackeray appealed to a disgruntled 
Maharashtrian community in the city that they 
had come to with dreams of glamour and had to 
settle for much less:

Only forty years old when he founded the Shiv 
Sena, Thackeray presented himself as a fear-
less youthful leader of a new type, one able to 
bend feckless bureaucrats, the older genera-
tion, the elites, and evil enemies to the force of 
his will. Unlike most political leaders he did not 
advocate asceticism and sacrifice. He expressed 
feelings that most disaffected young men may 
have felt but dared not articulate. Openly ad-
vocating material acquisition and pleasure, he 
absolved “them from their feelings of guilt for 
failing to support their families or for their at-
tractions to the hedonistic pursuits of life.”

The Shiv Sena took to politics soon enough with 
a pitched battle against the Communist Party, 
which had until its arrival, dominated unions 
in the city and held sway over the functioning 
of Mumbai’s biggest industry, the textile mills. 
Initially the Shiv Sena was content to back a 
Congress candidate against a Communist one, 
but soon after the party stepped into active poli-
tics taking on the communist parties. Thackeray 
shrugged off claims of being an alternate front 
for the Congress and instead continued to build 
the party through shakhas (branches) in each 
area of Mumbai, a political strategy adopted 
from the RSS.

In a nation where politicians claimed to follow 
the philosophies of Mahatma publicly, the Sena 
never shied away from violence and always en-
dorsed action over thought and words. In 1969 
when Thackeray was arrested for allegedly or-
ganising protests against the then deputy Prime 
Minister Morarji Desai, the city was thrown into 
chaos by rioting activists who were silenced only 
by a statement from their leader. However, it 
also meant that Thackeray would never again do 
anything that would result in him getting ar-
rested or being thrown into jail. It was perhaps 
an unwritten rule in Maharashtra’s politics that 
he was not to be arrested in order to maintain 
the peace with the Shiv Sena. He was arrested 
on one other occasion but was quickly granted 
bail before the situation went out of hand in 

Mumbai.

In keeping with his right wing philosophy, 
Thackeray also took on the Muslim community 
in Mumbai within years of forming the Shiv 
Sena. In the 1960s and early 1970s, Bhiwandi, 
a suburb near the edge of the city that housed 
powerlooms, was his first target for its high 
Muslim population mainly powerloom workers 
who had come from states like Uttar Pradesh.

The Sena in the 1970s was largely muted bar-
ring a few agitations and despite its anti-gov-
ernment stance, the Shiv Sena and Thackeray 
remained silent throughout the period of the 
Emergency. It was in the 1980s through elector-
al victories in municipal elections the Sena grew 
in strength and the tiger was ready to pounce 
when the opportunity arose in the 1990s in the 
form of the Babri Masjid riots and subsequent 
1993 serial blasts.

Following the Babri Masjid riots and riots 
erupting in parts of the country, Thackeray 
wrote scathing editorials in his newspaper 
‘Saamna’, making veiled calls for action against 
the Muslim community and in the bloodbath 
that followed in the city, many blamed him 
for instigating violence. The Srikrishna report 
which probed the riots recommended action 
against Thackeray, but coming while the BJP-
Shiv Sena government was in power, nothing of 
any consequence was done. Subsequent govern-
ments also never followed up on it.

The Shiv Sena which had allied with the BJP in 
the 1980s, swept into power in 1995 aided by a 
pro-Hindutva sentiment and Thackeray, despite 
never contesting elections, held the remote con-
trol to the Manohar Joshi-led state government. 
The easiest way to circumvent the government 
became Thackeray’s endorsement. An Enron 
power plant, that subsequently had to be shut 
down, and a Michael Jackson concert in the 
city were perhaps classic examples of the Shiv 
Sena leader contorting his own stand in order to 
finally favour those who sought it.

Thackeray always loved to jump into matters 
pertaining to culture. From films to art, Thack-
eray introduced a culture of intolerance towards 
anything that he deemed against ‘Indian cul-
ture’ or offended his sensibilities. The hounding 
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of artist MF Hussain into an exile from which he 
never returned, a campaign against Valentines 
Day, a ‘chaddi’ march to the erstwhile friend 
Dilip Kumar’s house to object to him accepting 
an award from Pakistan and bringing down the 
shutters of theatres screening films like ‘Fire’ 
were among the Sena’s notable achievements in 
this regard.

Despite being the editor of two newspapers, he 
also didn’t care much for criticism from fellow 
journalists and scribes writing critical pieces 
on him faced violent attacks by Shiv Sainiks. In 
some cases even carrying the statements of op-
posing leaders was enough to invite the party’s 
ire.

However, the period when his party was at its 
peak was also perhaps the time of great person-
al tumult for the leader. He lost his wife Meena 
in 1995 and his son Bindhumadhav in a road 
accident in 1996. Bindumadhav was perhaps 
the heir apparent until his demise. His second 
son Jaidev broke away from the Shiv Sena and 
remained estranged from his family, despite 
staying a few buildings away from the family 
residence. His youngest son Uddhav chose to 
stay away from politics and was rarely seen, 
but there was a bright beacon in the form of his 
nephew Raj, who ran the Shiv Udyog Sena.

Political stewards managed the state and its pol-
itics but none were ever bigger than Thackeray 
in stature or power. Finally when Uddhav de-
cided he was ready for politics he was heralded 
in as the future head of the Shiv Sena. However, 
this resulted in the nephew, who had waited in 
the wings for years to take centre stage, to take 
flight and he formed his own political party, 

that embraced a similar ideology and manner 
of functioning to the Shiv Sena. Thackeray, who 
was an ardent critic of the Nehru-Gandhi dynas-
ty and used their example to criticise dynastic 
politics, perhaps might have noted the irony of 
the situation when his grandson Aditya was also 
roped in to run the party’s youth wing.

Raj wasn’t the only one to leave the Sena dis-
gruntled. Regional leaders rose, battled for 
control of the party and finally would leave 
when they failed to get the power they desired. 
Thackeray and the Sena preferred to let them go 
rather with their vote bases than let them rise 
above the family.

In the early 2000s, deteriorating health forced 
Thackeray onto the sidelines as his son Ud-
dhav took over the operations of the party and 
was rarely seen in public barring public rallies. 
Always fond of his cigars and alcohol, Thack-
eray even had to give them up as his health 
deteriorated. Despite his worsening health and 
campaigning across the state in an attempt to 
revive the party, the Sena failed to achieve the 
heights it achieved in the 1990s. In his last few 
years, a frail Thackeray only appeared for the 
Shiv Sena’s annual rally in Shivaji Park, to hurl 
a few barbs at his enemies and to appeal for 
more support for his son.

He restricted himself to editorials and inter-
views in his own paper ‘Saamna’ until his last 
days, sometimes raising a titter or mild outrage 
with his comments. But for the man whose 
words brought the city that never slept to a 
grinding halt while he sat on his throne in Ban-
dra, it was indeed a tame ending.
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Last moments: 
Thackeray died of a cardiac arrest

PTI,  Nov 17, 2012

S hiv Sena patriarch Bal Thackeray, who 
was critically ill for the past few days, 
passed away at his residence ‘Matoshree’ 

in suburban Bandra today. He was 86.

“He had suffered a cardiac arrest. We could not 
revive him despite our best efforts. He breathed 
his last at around 3:30 PM,” Dr Jalil Parkar, 
who treated the Sena supremo, told reporters 
after emerging from Thackeray residence this 
evening. Thackeray had been suffering from 
respiratory problems and pancreatic disease. He 
is survived by sons Jaidev and Uddhav.

Thackeray was being treated by doctors from Li-
lavati Hospital – Jaleel Parkar, Prakash Jindani 
and Samad Ansari – with assistance from Sena 
MLA Dr Deepak Sawant. His health had kept 
fluctuating over the last few days.

Thackeray, a maverick politician, roused emo-
tions on Marathi pride and catapulted Shiv 
Sena to power in Maharashtra in the 1990s. He 
started out as a cartoonist alongside RK Lax-
man in the Free Press Journal in the 1950s and 
founded the Shiv Sena in 1966 on the plank of 

job security for the Marathi manoos (sons of 
the soil) which translated into attacks on South 
Indians whom he had blamed for taking away 
the opportunities from the locals.

In the 1980s, his politics expanded to include 
Hindutva identity and anti-Congressism. Al-
ways the kingmaker, Thackeray was largely 
instrumental in ending the Congress hegemony 
in Maharashtra. He never occupied any office.

On hearing the news of his death, a frenzied 
mob of Shiv sainiks tried to enter ‘Matoshree’ 
by raising slogans. Many of them in the crowd 
broke down on hearing the

news about their leader’s death. Shiv Sena 
spokesperson Sanjay Raut appealed to people to 
maintain peace and harmony. Meanwhile, secu-
rity has been stepped up in Mumbai. According 
to media reports, 20,000 police personnel have 
been deployed in the city.

President Pranab Mukherjee and Prime Minis-
ter Manmohan Singh have condoled the death 
of Thackeray. Singh cancelled a dinner for BJP 
leaders scheduled today ahead of Parliament 
session following Sushma Swaraj’s request.

The body of the deceased leader would be kept 
for `darshan’ at Shivaji Park ground in central 
Mumbai tomorrow. Shivaji Park was the place 
where the very first rally of

Shiv Sena was held, and where Thackeray held 
his annual Dussehra rallies year after year. This 
year, however, he had not been able to attend 
the event because of ill-health.
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Bal Thackeray cremated 
with full state honours

IANS,  Nov 18, 2012

M umbai: Lakhs of people paid last trib-
utes to their beloved leader and Shiv 
Sena supremo Bal Thackeray here on 

Sunday as his mortal remains were consigned to 
the flames. Thackeray’s son Uddhav lit the pyre 
at 6.17 p.m.

Uddhav’s cousin and Maharashtra Navnirman 
Sena (MNS) chief Raj stood by him in support 
as Thackeray’s mortal remains were consigned 
to the flames.

Uddhav was an epitome of compassion and dig-
nity as he lit the funeral pyre of his father. He 
had earlier broken down at the beginning of the 
funeral procession.

Amidst the chanting of holy mantras, while 
conducting the last rites, Uddhav led Raj by his 
hand, implying they be together during the sad 
moment, just as his father wished since the past 
few months.

However, only minutes before the funeral pyre 
was lit, Raj broke down, with tears streaming 
down his cheeks.

The public cremation of Thackeray is a first for 
Mumbai and he was cremated with full state 
honours, including a gun salute.

A sea of humanity poured out on all roads lead-
ing to Dadar’s Shivaji Park in central Mumbai 
where the funeral procession reached seven 
hours after it started from Matoshri, the Thack-
eray residence seven kms away.

Thackeray’s personal physician Jalil Parkar 
was present during his last rites all throughout. 
It was a rare honour for this Muslim doctor 
who had come to be an important fixture of the 
Thackeray family. Parkar has been the personal 
physician of the family since the last four years.

Many VVIPs including businessmen, politicians 
and members of the Hindi and Marathi films 
industries marked their presence to pay their 
final tribute to Thackeray. Senior leaders from 
all regional and national political parties were 
present to pay their last respects to the leader 
popularly known as The Tiger.

Security arrangements at levels never before 
seen were put in place since Saturday. Accord-
ing to conservative estimates by the Mumbai 
police, over 19 lakh people, including those 
gathered at the Shivaji Park, bid adieu to Thack-
eray. Around two lakh people followed Thack-
eray’s funeral procession.
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Lakhs of people, including Shiv Sena supporters, 
thronged the funeral procession of party chief Bal 

Thackeray here Sunday. According to Mumbai Police, 
lakhs of people, including those gathered at the Shivaji 
Park where the body will be kept and later cremated, 

had come out to to pay their last respects to 
Thackeray, who died at 86 Saturday afternoon 

due to prolonged illness.

FP Staff,  Nov 18, 2012

Bal Thackeray’s death: 20 lakh 
mourners throng Mumbai streets

M umbai: Lakhs of people, including 
Shiv Sena supporters, thronged the 
funeral procession of party chief Bal 

Thackeray here Sunday. According to Mumbai 
Police, lakhs of people, including those gathered 
at the Shivaji Park where the body will be kept 
and later cremated, had come out to to pay their 
last respects to Thackeray, who died at 86 Sat-
urday afternoon due to prolonged illness.

The Shiv Sainiks were pouring into Mumbai 

in their thousands from Maharashtra’s Thane, 
Raigad, Pune, Aurangabad and Konkan regions 
— the bastions of the right-wing party founded 
by Thackeray on June 19, 1966. Police said 
around two lakh people were travelling with 
the procession and many others were joining it 
from connecting roads with the sea of humanity 
stretching for several kilometres. People were 
also trying to catch a glimpse of the leader’s 
body from rooftops, hoardings, trees, water 
pipes and parapets.
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As the procession reached a connecting road 
in Mahim, many Muslim women were seen 
silently weeping. At the Mahim Church, many 
church-going people were waiting to join the 
final journey of the leader whose political career 
spanned five decades. Wrapped in the tricolour, 
Thackeray’s body was brought out of his house a 
little after 9 a.m.

His son Uddhav broke down before the pro-
cession started. A glass box carrying the Sena 
patriarch’s body was then loaded onto a truck 
decked with flowers. Uddhav, wife Rashmi and 
son Aditya were on the truck with Thackeray’s 
nephew and Maharashtra Navnirman Sena 
chief Raj, wife Sharmila and their children. Raj 
later disembarked and walked behind the truck 
with the funeral procession, keeping a low pro-
file and eyes firmly on the ground.

Thackeray’s cortege will first go to Sena Bhavan, 
the party headquarters in Dadar, and the body 

would later be kept at Shivaji Park for people to 
pay their last respects. However, the procession 
was moving extremely slowly with police trying 
to avoid a stampede. Over 20,000 policemen, 
15 companies of State Reserve Police Force and 
three contingents of Rapid Action Force had 
been deployed on the procession route, said a 
police officer. Mumbai Police Commissioner 
Satyapal Singh even cancelled his daughter’s 
wedding reception Sunday.

After allowing thousands of Shiv Sainiks to pay 
their respects to Thackeray, the body will be 
taken to Shivaji Park and kept for a public ‘dar-
shan’. All major roads and public places wore a 
deserted look, barring some security vehicles. 
Restaurants, shops and other establishments 
remained closed. Over a lakh autorickshaws and 
around 60,000 black and yellow taxis were also 
off the roads.
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Shiv Sena demand Bal Thackeray 
memorial at Shivaji Park

FP Staff,  Nov 19, 2012

T he Shiv Sena have demanded a memorial 
to Bal Thackeray be built and installed 
at Shivaji Park, alongside the statue of 

Shivaji at the same ground.

Former Maharashtra chief minister and Shiv 
Sena leader Manohar Joshi was quoted by 
CNN-IBN as saying, “We want his memorial to 
be built here (Shivaji Park), why won’t the gov-
ernment permit it?” adding that the party want-
ed his memorial next to “Chhattrapati Shivaji’s 
memorial”.

Shivaji Park held special significance for the 
Shiv Sena supremo, who addressed his first po-
litical rally there 46 years ago.

He was cremated there on Sunday with full state 
honours, a rare honour given that he never held 
a public or government position. It was also the 
first public funeral to be held in the city since 
1920.

Mumbai ‘voluntarily’ shut down for almost 36 
hours after Thackeray’s death was announced, 
and more than an estimated two million people 
turned up to escort the Shiv Sena supremo on 
his final journey. The unprecedented numbers 
also resulted in the body reaching Shivaji Park 
almost six hours behind schedule.

Activity in the city has slowly begun returning 
to normal although many shops remained shut. 
The city did not witness any incidents of vio-
lence over the weekend, but news reports stated 
that a 21-year-old girl was arrested over a Fa-
cebook update which read, “People like Thack-
eray are born and die daily and one should not 
observe a bandh for that.”

The Times of India reported a mob of Shiv Sena 
workers attacked and ransacked the girl’s un-
cle’s orthopaedic clinic at Palghar, even though 
she withdrew her comment and apologised.
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Leaders and celebrities at 
Bal Thackeray’s funeral on Sunday

Industrialist Anil Ambani and actor Amitabh Bachchan at Shivaji Park to attend the funeral. 
Sachin Gokhale/Firstpost

Leader of opposition in the Lok Sabha Sushma Swaraj, NCP chief and Union agriculture minister 
Sharad Pawar, BJP veteran leader LK Advani, Maharashtra CM Prithviraj Chavan, BJP President 
Nitin Gadkari, BJP leader Arun Jaitley and Gopinath Munde, Congress leader Rajeev Shukla, NCP 
leader Praful Patel, RPI chief Ramdas Athawale. Sachin Gokhale/Firstpost
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BJP president Nitin Gadkari with NCP chief and Union agriculture minister Sharad Pawar at Bal 
Thackeray’s funeral at Shivaji Park. Sachin Gokhale/Firstpost

Actor Sanjay Dutt and his sister Lok Sabha member Priya Dutt at Bal Thackeray’s funeral. Sachin 
Gokhale/Firstpost
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Raj Thackeray breaks down 
during Balasaheb’s last rites

Raj Thackeray breaks down as Bal Thackeray’s body is moved to the funeral pyre. Sachin Gokhale/
Firstpost

As the son Uddhav Thackeray lit the funeral pyre and performed the last rites. Sachin Gokhale/
Firstpost
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Celebrities, politicians mourn 
Balasaheb’s death on Twitter

FP Staff,  Nov 17, 2012

B alasaheb Thackeray was not just a politi-
cian, but almost a political demi-god in 
Mumbai. The breadth of his influence 

was witnessed not just by the manner in which 
Mumbai shuttered down minutes after his death 
was announced, but also by the reactions to his 
death that came in by politicians and celebrities 
alike.

As is the norm these days, many of them  have 
taken to Twitter to mourn the stalwart’s death. 
While Amitabh Bachchan expressed disbelief, 
Lata Mangeshkar said in a tweet that she was 
deeply disturbed by the news of his death.

Here are some of them:
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The Shiv Sena chief died an unhappy man as 
the  people he fought for stayed divided.

Abhay Vaidya,  Nov 17, 2012

B al Keshav Thackeray lived his every 
breath for the Marathi manoos. But he 
died an unfulfilled man when what had 

been happening in the state all along happened 
in his own house: unmindful of his fervent ap-
peals, the Marathi manoos always had his loyal-
ties divided – between the Shiv Sena and the 
other parties and later, more bitterly, between 
the Shiv Sena and its rebel off-shoot, the Ma-
harashtra Navnirman Sena founded by his own 
nephew.

This pain and sense of betrayal was evident in 
Thackeray’s last address to his followers on Oc-
tober 25 at the Sena’s annual Dussera rally and 

won’t be forgotten easily by his followers. “You 
have given me immense love as the Shiv Sena 
pramukh for the last 45 years, now show that 
same support to Uddhav and Aditya who have 
been chosen by you to lead the Shiv Sena,” a 
weak, frail and ailing Thackeray had said emo-
tionally, making the line of succession abso-
lutely clear. His speech was videographed as he 
could not make it to the Shivaji Park grounds in 
Dadar, Mumbai, due to poor health.

Thackeray was a straightforward man who 
loved his beer and minced no words. His love 
for the Marathi manoos was unadulterated 
by the diplomacy of politics. This was among 

Bal Thackeray lived every breath 
for the Marathi Manoos
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his greatest strengths and appeal. Till his last 
breath he spoke his mind out, as he did in his 
Dussera rally speech when he criticised close 
friend and NCP president Sharad Pawar for 
asking the NCP to attend to the substantial non-
Maharashtrian vote bank in Mumbai and other 
cities in the state.

Fiery in speech, Thackeray proclaimed his ad-
miration for Adolf Hitler and embraced violence 
as a legitimate path to power. He did not be-
lieve in waiting for a political mandate to assert 
himself. If he decided that something had to be 
done – such as promote Marathi in Mumbai 
through the names on shop-fronts or attack mi-
grants from UP and Bihar, all he had to do was 
issue a diktat and demonstrate results.

These were the qualities that instantly appealed 
to large sections of Maharashtrians in Mumbai, 
especially the poor, job-seeking migrants from 
Konkan as against the dominant sections of the 
middle and upper middle-class Maharashtrians 
who could not come to terms with his brand 
of politics based on violence, intimidation and 
hatred for Muslims. This came in later when he 
joined the BJP’s Hindutva bandwagon in the 
1980s. Thackeray always tried to clarify that he 
was anti-Pakistan and not anti-Muslim but this 
distinction remained unconvincing.

Early in his political career, Thackeray recog-
nised that his vote-bank was the poor, strug-
gling, unemployed or poorly-employed Ma-
harashtrian and not the well-off middle class 
Maharashtrian, who like other middle class 
communities was politically sterile. This distinc-
tion first became clear when Thackeray began 
his anti-South Indians agitation in the 1960s in 
Mumbai when he alleged that the sons-of-the-
soil were being discriminated against in em-
ployment in Mumbai and South Indians were 
being favoured. Indeed, all the bosses around 
were South Indians during the time Bal Thack-
eray was a cartoonist, along with friend, RK 
Laxman in The Free Press Journal.

Deeply inspired by his father, social activist 
and writer Keshav ‘Prabodhankar’ Thackeray’s 
instructions to stand up against injustice, the 
young Thackeray began his political career 
by raising the issue of discrimination against 
Maharashtrians in employment and favouritism 

shown to South Indians. Thackeray was influ-
enced greatly by his father who was among the 
leaders of the Samyukta Maharashtra (United 
Maharashtra) movement of the 1950s for the 
creation of Maharashtra on linguistic basis, with 
Bombay as its capital.

Right through his early agitations, especially the 
clashes with the reigning Communists to seize 
control of labour unions in Mumbai, Bal Thack-
eray was soon accused of building his band of 
followers through lumpen elements in Mumbai. 
Indeed, the local Dada- who was good at extor-
tion, intimidation and vandalism in the various 
localities of Mumbai, found career growth cou-
pled with political power through the Shiv Sena 
shakhas spread across Mumbai. The stigma of 
encouraging goonda elements has stuck to the 
Shiv Sena ever since.

By the mid-1980s, the Shiv Sena had consoli-
dated its presence in Mumbai by repeatedly 
winning the municipal elections and a hand-
ful of seats in the state assembly. It was now 
dreaming of hoisting its party flag, the bhagwa 
on the state assembly. By now, Thackeray, who 
had always opposed India-Pakistan cricket 
matches in Mumbai had warmed up to the 
strong currents of Hindutva sweeping the coun-
try. The Sena’s anti-Muslim politics came under 
intense glare following the Bombay Riots of De-
cember 1992-January 1993 in which 900 people 
were killed in communal clashes. This was in 
the aftermath of the December 6, 1992 demoli-
tion of the Babri Masjid in Ayodhya and the 
Srikrishna Commission report in 1998 clearly 
indicted the Shiv Sena of inciting this violence 
and complicity. But the report was rejected by 
the Shiv Sena-BJP government as one-sided 
and nothing came out of it.

The mid-to-late 1980s was the period of Bal 
Thackeray’s forays into rural Maharashtra and 
he gathered support in parts of south and west-
ern Maharashtra such as Kolhapur and Satara 
as also Aurangabad in Marathwada. Shiv Sena 
shakhas were soon sprouting in rural Mahar-
ashtra and Thackeray’s speeches during the 
1995 election rallies in the hinterland were often 
coarse, sprinkled with unparliamentary idiom, 
but immensely popular with the rural folks.

The alliance with the BJP brought about by the 
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late Pramod Mahajan scored a sensational vic-
tory in the 1995 state assembly elections. Thack-
eray who had vowed never to become chief 
minister or hold any political post, anointed his 
trusted aide Manohar Joshi as the chief min-
ister and ran the government through remote 
control.

The most telling imagery of this is the time 
when in 1995 the then chairperson of Enron In-
ternational, Rebecca Mark, visited Thackeray at 
his residence to overcome the Sena’s opposition 
to the Enron project in the state.

The Mumbai-Pune Expressway and the 50-odd 
flyovers in Mumbai were the sparkling achieve-
ments of that Shiv Sena-BJP regime. However, 
the government failed miserably to promote 
irrigation in western Maharashtra through its 
Maharashtra Krishna Valley Development Cor-
poration (MKVDC) projects which it had hoped 
would help the Sena win support in this bastion 
of the Congress. Much to Thackeray’s disap-
pointment, the regime also failed to pursue his 
pet project of providing free homes to thou-
sands of slum dwellers in Mumbai.

Bal Thackeray always had a special, cozy re-
lationship with Bollywood, born more out of 
Bollywood’s fear of inviting the Tiger’s wrath, 

who could bring financial doom at the snap 
of a finger. Thackeray did not have the same 
relationship with the world of Marathi litera-
ture. Eminent writers and poets such as Pu. La. 
Deshpande and Vasant Bapat had deplored the 
culture of violence and intimidation promoted 
by the Shiv Sena and had in turn come under 
criticism from Thackeray.

Bal Thackeray’s biggest failure was his inability 
to adjust to the massive changes brought about 
by liberalisation in the 1990s. The demand for 
cheap labour had multiplied and with it, the mi-
gration of north Indians into Mumbai and other 
cities of the state. Merely attacking people from 
UP and Bihar to assert the rights of the Marathi 
manoos had become an outdated approach. 
The problems born out of unchecked migration 
needed fresh thinking and better solutions at a 
time when the bigger concern was combating 
terrorism.

The final blow was the power struggle within his 
family that led to the estrangement of nephew 
Raj Thackeray who formed his own Maharash-
tra Navnirman Sena and entered into an ugly 
cat fight with his own uncle and cousin. Bal 
Thackeray never recovered from that disap-
pointment unto his last breath.
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The Facebook fallout
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How two Mumbai girls changed 
the Thackeray conversation

With a single stroke, unrestrained adulation for 
Thackeray by people ranging from Amithabh 

Bachchan and Sachin Tendulkar to President Pranab 
Mukerjee gave way to an outpouring of dissent 

by common people. 

G Pramod Kumar,  Nov 20, 2012

T he death of Bal Thackeray on Sunday was 
marked by a deluge of encomiums from 
the entire spectrum of politicians, busi-

nessmen and the Bollywood-elite who found 
unparalleled virtue on everything he did. Even 
his strongest detractors searched for euphe-
misms to whitewash the fear-factor that he and 
his party stood for.

There were indeed attempts of muted dissent, 
but the commentators — mostly writers and ac-
tivists — ensured that their words were nuanced 
and balanced with unqualified praise. Live 
telecast kept reminding them that 2.4 million 
people were on the streets of Mumbai “mourn-
ing” his death.

But a day later, things have completely changed, 
thanks to two faceless young girls in Mumbai 
who spoke their mind on their Facebook pages 
and subsequently got picked up by local police.

What followed was an epidemic of dissent.

With a single stroke, unrestrained adulation 
for Thackeray by people ranging from Amitabh 
Bachchan and Sachin Tendulkar to President 
Pranab Mukerjee gave way to an outpouring of 
dissent by common people.

Justice Markandey Katju, Chairman, Press 
Council of India, fired the first salvo by writing 
a powerful note saying he cannot pay tribute to 
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the Sena leader for his anti-national “sons of 
the soil” doctrine and the hatred he spread. The 
Hindu, in a brilliant op-ed article said the Sena 
leader gave “voice to a Nazi impulse in Indian 
politics — one that poses an ever-growing threat 
to our Republic”.

“Thackeray will be remembered for many 
things, including the savage communal violence 
of 1992-1993. He was not, however, the inventor 
of such mass killing, nor its most able practi-
tioner. Instead, Thackeray’s genius was giving 
shape to an authentically Indian Fascism,” the 
article said.

In an accompanying editorial, the newspaper 
further said: “But the Shiv Sena’s success came 
at a great price for not only Mumbai and Ma-
harashtra, but India as well. Mumbai’s com-
munal fault lines were thoroughly exploited 
by Thackeray and his Sainiks, especially in the 
weeks after the demolition of the Babri Masjid 
in December 1992. As the Srikrishna Commis-
sion documents, Muslims were systematically 
killed in riots engineered by Sena leaders. The 
brazen anti-minorityism of the Sena fed the 
BJP’s agenda in other parts of India too.”

Facebook status messages and twitter buzzed 
with protests against the arrest of the girls that 
also fearlessly ran down the leader’s legacy.

Journalist Seema Mustafa’s FB status message 
(as shared by one of her FB contacts) read: 
“They (read govt) arrested two little girls for 
posting their views on Thackeray when actu-
ally it is they who should have been arrested for 
insulting the indian national flag and burying 
Thackeray with state honours.”

On twitter, Newsweek International editor 
Tunku Varadarajan was blunt: “OK, I say what 
no mainstream Indian journalist has had the 
balls/cojones/tattey to say: GOOD RIDDANCE 
THACKERAY. India’s now a better place”.

Another tweet, by Raheel Khursheed, said: “The 
message is clear: Indulge in violence, xenopho-
bia, communalism — get a state funeral. Exer-
cise ur right to free speech — get jailed.”

The status messages, articles, tweets and re-
tweets were repeated a thousand, perhaps, 

infinite, times, expressing an alternative view of 
the leader and what he stood for. The torrent of 
adulation and fear-speech were reversed.

And this is exactly what popular writer Malcolm 
Gladwell called the “tipping point” in his best 
seller with the same title.

Unfortunately, the girls who triggered this tip-
ping point will remain faceless. On Tuesday, 
when they were arrested on trumped up charg-
es, which Justice Katju termed a criminal act, 
both had their faces completed covered. They 
also refused to speak to the media. Shaheen 
Dhada, the girl, who posted the commonsensi-
cal message that led to the “tipping”, subse-
quently changed her FB profile picture with a 
gagged, anonymous face.

But the change this gagged girl unleashed will 
be multiplied a thousand times in the coming 
days in India, however lumpenised its politics is 
and however brutal and rights-violative its law 
enforcement is. Every incident of free speech, 
and resistance to state brutality, however small 
it is, can now trigger a chain reaction.

The world has changed and the Indian politi-
cians and governments will have to ultimately 
change. When nobody spoke against Thackeray 
out of fear, she did and the others followed. 
There will be a million Shaheens forcing this 
change in contemporary India.

Malcolm Gladwell concludes his book, although 
written more than a decade ago, on the same 
note:

“In the end, tipping points are a reaffirmation of 
the potential for change and the power of intel-
ligent action. Look  at the world around you. It 
may seem like an immovable, implacable place. 
It is not. With the slightest push — in just the 
right place — it can be tipped.

That is what Shaheen Dhada and her friend 
showed us with their simple free speech. These 
are the reasons for optimism for India.

(You can follow Pramod on twitter @pramod-
sarang)
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Arrests over Facebook posts: 
Why we’re on a dangerous slide

The arrest of two young women on frivolous charges 
highlights yet again the perverse, catch-all provision 

of Section 66A of the IT Act, which has emerged as the 
most potent threat to free speech online.

Venky Vembu,  Nov 20, 2012

T he most bizarre thing about the arrest of 
Shaheen Dhada and Renu Srinivasan on 
Monday over  a Facebook post that ques-

tioned the wisdom of a bandh to mark Shiv Sena 
leader Bal Thackeray‘s death is that no laws 
were actually violated by the post. In tone and 
in content, the post is remarkably restrained, 
particularly when compared to the rather more 
incendiary messages that  are commonplace on 
social media platforms. Nor was it even half-
ways defamatory in the way that many rants on 
Twitter and Facebook have unfortunately come 
to be.

Yet, the Mumbai police appear to have cravenly 
capitulated in the face of some arm-twisting 

by a local Sena strongman and gone ahead to 
arrest the two young women on charges that 
seem laughable even given the extraordinarily 
sweeping, catch-all clauses of the Information 
Technology Act.

It is hard to see how Shaheen Dhada violated 
the two sections of the law under which she 
has been charged – Section 295A of the Indian 
Penal Code (“outraging religous feelings of any 
class”) or  even the draconian Section 66A of 
the IT Act (“sending offensive messages through 
communication service, etc.”) – with her con-
templative post, or what crimes Renu Srinivas-
an committed in merely ‘liking’ the post.
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But it is a sign of the disquieting nature of the 
provision of the law, and the perverse manner 
in which it is being implemented, that there 
weren’t adequate checks and balances to inhibit 
the wilful deployment  of the law on such frivo-
lous grounds. Ironically, the goons who actually 
wrecked the clinic of Dhada’s uncle haven’t been 
called to account.

If that is bad enough, it is doubly perverse  for 
Kapil Sibal to claim in all innocence that he 
is “deeply saddened” by the arrest of the two 
young women and to insinuate that the IT Act, 
which he was instrumental in passing, was be-
ing misused on grounds of improper implemen-
tation.

The fact of it is that the IT Act that he fathered, 
and particularly the notorious Section 66A, was 
deliberately worded to give maximum poten-
tial for mischief. There have been far too many 
egregious instances of its misuse by discredited 
governments and politicians for Sibal to claim 
that these are random incidents of misuse of 
the law. Just last month, Finance Minister P 
Chidambaram’s son Karti had a Puducherry 
businessmen and anti-corruption activist 
hauled up by the police for a Twitter post in 
which the businessman alleged that Karti had 
“amassed more wealth” than Sonia Gandhi‘s 
son-in-law.

It’s important to get a sense of why the latest 
arrests take us further on the slippery slope 
towards curtailing free speech. Justice Mar-
kandeya Katju has repeatedly pointed to the 
egregious encroachment on the freedom of 
speech by this provision of law, and has been 
vocal in calling both  politicians and policemen 
to account whenever the law is abused in this 
manner.

“It is absurd to say that protesting against the 
bandh hurts religious sentiments,” Katju ob-
served in a letter to the Maharashtra Chief 
Minister. “Under Article 19 of our Constitution, 

freedom of speech is guaranteed fundamental 
right. We are living in a democracy, not a fascist 
dictatorship.”

If anything, Katju argued, “this arrest itself ap-
pears to be a criminal act since under Sections 
341 and 342, it is a crime to wrongfully arrest or 
wrongfully confine someone who has commit-
ted no crime.”

As Pranesh Prakash at the Centre for Internet 
and Society points out, in the context of Mon-
day’s arrests, “This should not be seen merely as 
‘social media regulation’, but as a restriction on 
freedom of speech and expression by both the 
law and the police.” Section 66A, he says, makes 
certain kinds of speech-activities (“causing an-
noyance”) illegal if communicated online, but 
legal if that same speech-activity is published in 
a newspaper.

This distinction is important, Prakash notes, 
since the mere fact that it was a Facebook status 
update “should not grant Shaheen Dhada any 
special immunity”. If anything, it is the fact that 
her update is not  punishable under Section 295 
of the IPC or of Section 66A of the IT Act that 
should give her the immunity, he adds.

With each instance in which Section 66A of the 
IT Act is being invoked, the potential for mis-
chief embedded in the law is being exposed. 
Monday’s arrests – of two young women for 
crimes they did not even commit – are the most 
brazen instance of their abuse.

Of course, the perverse provision of law has 
been abused in the real world through selec-
tive and arbitrary invocation of the law. But the 
original sin lies in the law itself. It is the most 
potent threat to free speech online, and if the 
law isn’t amended to throw out these perverse 
provisions, India can kiss goodbye to any lin-
gering pretensions to being a democracy of any 
sort.
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Twitter, Facebook seethe 
over arrest of Thane girls

The mere fact that the latest spectrum auctions 
flopped does not mean A Raja was right with his 

pricing or that there was no big 2G scam. 

R Jagannathan,  Nov 15, 2012

N ew Delhi: The social media burst out 
in rage over the arrest of two girls after 
one of them wrote a Facebook post 

criticising the closing down of Mumbai, the day 
Bal Thackeray was cremated.

Social media was abuzz with tweets and posts 
about the arrest, with most referring to the 
arrest as yet another move to curb freedom of 
speech on the Internet.

Noted journalist Gautam Chikermane tweeted, 
“First Pondicherry businessman, now 21 year 
old Palghar girl. Next: all of us. Social media hi-
jack by the powerful and the fundamentalists.”

Minister of State (Communications and IT) 
Milind Deora tweeted: “To learn who rules over 
you, simply find out who you are not allowed to 
criticize ~ Voltaire.”

Communication specialist Alyque Padamsee 
expressed shock at the arrest and the vandalism 
at the clinic of one of the girl’s uncle. ”I want to 
know how these girls have broken the law when 
all they said is that why should Mumbai come to 
a standstill. There is nothing derogatory against 
Thackeray. I do not see anything illegal in that,” 
he said.

Padamsee further said the Constitution pro-
vides everyone free speech and that “no one 
should be arrested on such flimsy grounds”.

Pavan Duggal, Cyber law Expert and an advo-
cate with Supreme Court also voiced similar 
views. “This is high time for the government for 
the review of the law. The government should 
amend the IT Act so as to narrow down its pro-
visions as some of the these violate our constitu-
tional right of free speech.”
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Thackeray Facebook fallout: 
#ArrestIdeas tops Twitter India

FP Staff,  Nov 20, 2012

T he ground situation may have remained 
calm after Bal Thackeray‘s death and fu-
neral, but there is turmoil across cyber-

space.

As the city crawled out of a 36 hour ‘voluntary’ 
lockdown, it soon transpired that two girls had 
been arrested and sentenced to 14 days judicial 
custody for respectively ‘posting’ and ‘liking’ 
a status update questioning the shut down of 
shops and businesses over Thackeray’s death.

The news immediately gained traction on social 
media and Twitter, and was picked up by sev-
eral media mainstream organisations, prompt-
ing reactions from personalities like Telecom-
munications Minister Kapil Sibal who said he 
was ‘deeply disturbed’ by the arrests, and Press 

Council of India Chairman Justice Katju who 
said that all the policemen involved in the arrest 
should be investigated.

Since then the two girls were released on bail, 
and police arrested nine people in connection 
with the vandalisation of one of the girl’s uncle’s 
orthopedic clinic.

However the issue is still top of mind on social 
media today, as can be seen by the spin-off 
hashtag, #ArrestIdeas which is currently the top 
trending topic on Twitter.

Coined no doubt, to give the police more ideas 
for ludicrous arrests, the tweets range from 
witty to plain silly. Here are a few:
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Cops to probe arrest of girls 
for questioning Mumbai shutdown

The official said the girls were released on 
bail Monday after they were presented in 

the local court.

IANS,  Nov 19, 2012

M umbai: Maharashtra Director Gen-
eral of Police Sanjeev Dayal Monday 
ordered a probe into the arrest of a 

21-year-old girl and her friend for posting com-
ments on a social networking website on the 
shutdown in Mumbai after Shiv Sena chief Bal 
Thackeray‘s death.

“An inquiry has been ordered in the case and a 
report will be submitted by the inspector gen-
eral of the Konkan range Saturday,” Dayal said.

Thane rural police Sunday arrested Shaheen 
Dadha for questioning the shutdown in the city 
after Thackeray’s death Saturday, and the sub-
sequent shutdown Sunday for his funeral and 
cremation.

Another girl in Dadha’s friends’ list, who ‘liked’ 
the comment, was also arrested.

An official from Palghar police station in Thane 
rural confirmed the arrests of the girls. The offi-
cial said the girls were released on bail Monday 
after they were presented in the local court.

Reports here said that both the girls were 
booked and arrested under Section 295(a) of the 
Indian Penal Code (for hurting religious senti-

ments) and Section 64(a) of the Information 
Technology Act, 2000.

Press Council of India Chairman Markandey 
Katju Monday criticised the arrests in strong 
words and requested Maharashtra Chief Minis-
ter Prithviraj Chavan to suspend the official who 
arrested the girls.

“I received an email stating that the woman 
has been arrested for protesting on Facebook 
against the shutdown in Mumbai on the oc-
casion of the death of Mr. Bal Thackeray. It is 
alleged that she has been arrested for allegedly 
hurting religious sentiments,” Katju wrote.

“Hence if the facts reported are correct, I re-
quest you to immediately order the suspension, 
arrest, chargesheeting and criminal prosecution 
of the police personnel (however high they may 
be) who ordered as well as implemented the ar-
rest of that woman,” Katju said.

The PCI chairman added that if Chavan failed 
to take action, then he would “deem it that you 
as chief minister are unable to run the state in a 
democratic manner as envisaged by the consti-
tution to which you have taken oath, and then 
the legal consequences will follow”.

Katju said that it was absurd to say that protest-
ing against a bandh hurt religious sentiments.

“Under Article 19(1)(a) of our constitution, 
freedom of speech is a guaranteed fundamental 
right. We are living in a democracy, not a fascist 
dictatorship. In fact this arrest itself appears to 
be a criminal act since under sections 341 and 
342 it is a crime to wrongfully arrest or wrong-
fully confine someone who has committed no 
crime,” he pointed out.
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Katju tells CM to ensure release 
of girl arrested over FB post

The head of the Press Council of India has written to 
the Chief Minister of Maharashtra seeking that the 

girl and her friend be released.

FP Staff,  Nov 19, 2012

F ormer Supreme Court judge and Chair-
man of the Press Council of India Mar-
kandey Katju has written to the Chief 

Minister of Maharashtra to protest against the 
arrest of two women for a post on Facebook 
protesting the shutdown over Shiv Sena chief 
Bal Thackeray’s death

“To my mind it is absurd to say that protesting 
against a bandh hurts religious sentiments,” 
Katju said on his blog.

Pointing out that people were not living under 
a fascist dictatorship, the former judge said that 
the act of arrest appeared to be a criminal act 
since it was a violation under sections of the In-
dian Penal Code to wrongfully arrest or confine 
anyone.

“Hence if the facts reported are correct, I re-
quest you to immediately order the suspension, 
arrest, charge sheeting and criminal prosecu-
tion of the police personnel (however high they 
may be) who ordered as well as implemented 
the arrest of that woman,“ Katju said.

The PCI chief said that legal consequences 
would follow if the Chief Minister failed to take 
action.

A 21-year-old girl and her friend were reported-
ly arrested in Palghar in Thane district after the 
girl posted a comment on her Facebook page 
criticising the closure of shops and other es-
tablishments following the Shiv Sena founder’s 
death.
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#CarpoolMumbai demonstrates 
power of social media… again

FP Staff,  Nov 17, 2012

The Mumbai Twitterari have demonstrated once again, the power of social media in times of crisis. 
Even as the city grinds to a halt and taxis and auto rickshaws stop plying, stranded commuters are 
being given a lifeline via the Twitter hashtag #CarpoolMumbai.

The tag is being used by concerned Mumbaikars with private vehicles who are willing to give peo-
ple lifts, as well as by stranded commuters who need lifts. A few sample tweets are given below:

A live google document with details of those 
willing to offer lifts is available here.

A similar initaitive was carried out in the wake 
of the July 2011 bombings in Mumbai, when 
Twitterati took each other home and offered 
strangers food and lodging as public transport 
ground to a halt.

As Firstpost editor Anant Rangaswami said ear-
lier, “The positive use of SMS and social media 
yesterday, was yet another example of how it 
might be a good idea for the government and 
various departments to figure out how these 
tools can be used for the greater good”.
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